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1. Introduction

The Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) was established by the World Climate Research Programme to produce global
analyses of area- and time-averaged precipitation for use in climate
research. To achieve the required spatial coverage, the GPCP uses
simple rainfall estimates derived from IR and microwave satellite
observations. In this paper, we describe the GPCP and its first
Algorithm Intercomparison Project (AIP/1), which compared a variety
of rainfall estimates derived from Geostationary Meteorological Satellite visible and IR observations and Special Sensor Microwave/
Imager microwave observations with rainfall derived from a combination of radar and raingage data over the Japanese islands and the
adjacent ocean regions during the June and mid-July through midAugust periods of 1989. To investigate potential improvements in the
use of satellite IR data for the estimation of large-scale rainfall for the
GPCP, the relationship between rainfall and the fractional coverage
of cold clouds in the AIP/1 dataset is examined. Linear regressions
between fractional coverage and rainfall are analyzed for a number of
latitude-longitude areas and for a range of averaging times. The
results show distinct differences in the character of the relationship for
different portions of the area. In general, to the south and east of the
mountainous axis of Japan, rainfall and fractional coverage are highly
correlated for thresholds colder than 245 K, and correlations can be
increased by averaging in space and in time up to the dominant period
of the precipitation events. To the north and west of the axis, the
correlations between rainfall and fractional coverage, while generally
smaller for all scales, are highest for thresholds warmer than 245 K.
The proportional coefficients relating rainfall to fractional coverage at
cold thresholds, however, differ greatly between the two periods and
both differ significantly from those found for the GARP (Global
Atmospheric Research Program) AtlanticTropical Experiment. These
results suggest that the simple IR-based estimation technique currently used in the GPCP can be used to estimate rainfall for global
tropical and subtropical areas, provided that a method for adjusting
the proportional coefficient for varying areas and seasons can be
determined.

Precipitation supplies nearly all of the liquid water
required for human life on earth. Large-scale variations in its occurrence lead to droughts and floods and
are among the most important, in human terms, of
atmospheric phenomena. The latent heating produced
by condensation of water vapor associated with precipitation in the tropical atmosphere plays a central
role in driving the general circulation of the atmosphere. Temporal variations in its distribution result
from interannual variability in large-scale sea-air interaction, such as that associated with the El NinoSouthern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon (Janowiak
and Arkin 1991), and are thought to be important to
climatic variations on a global scale (Ropelewski and
Halpert 1986, 1987, 1989; Halpert and Ropelewski
1992).
Observations and analyses (gridded fields) of timeaveraged large-scale precipitation are needed for a
variety of societal applications, such as water management planning for agriculture and power, drought
relief, and flood forecasting, as well as numerous
scientific applications. While long-term averages, such
as those developed by Jaeger (1976), Legates and
Willmott (1990), Willmott and Legates (1991), and
Hulme (1991) are useful, many of these applications
require time-space averages for individual time periods. We will focus in this paper on observational and
analytic techniques aimed at three sets of scientific
requirements.
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1) Observational—on climatic scales (see Arkin and
Ardanuy 1989) a knowledge of the current and
recent distribution of large-scale precipitation is
essential to the understanding of the relationship
between historical precedents and current events
and to the accurate depiction of coherent phenomena.
2) Predictive—predictions of the weather and the
climate on large scales require an accurate descrip-
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tion of the initial conditions, including the distribution of latent heating associated with precipitation.
3) Modeling—both simulation and prediction of the
global atmosphere-ocean system require a knowledge of the spatial and temporal distribution of
precipitation in order to ensure that the numerical
models that are used are performing accurately.
There are many other potential applications for
accurate observations of the global distribution of
precipitation, and other scientific requirements could
be stated. To satisfy many of these requirements, the
World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) has
developed and implemented the Global Precipitation
Climatology Project (GPCP).
The need for global coverage and the relative
scarcity of surface observations requires the GPCP to
use a simple precipitation index calculated from infrared (IR) satellite observations as one of its data
sources. This index is based on very limited developmental data (Richards and Arkin 1981) and yet is used
over the entire global tropics and subtropics. In this
paper we will examine the statistical relationship between satellite-observed cloudiness and rainfall as a
function of spatial and temporal averaging scale and
threshold temperature in a region quite different from
that studied by Richards and Arkin. We will begin by
describing the relevant background of attempts to
estimate large-scale precipitation from satellite data.
In section 3, we will describe the GPCP and its
Algorithm Intercomparison Program. The results of
the first Algorithm Intercomparison Project (AIP/1) of
the GPCP will be described and discussed in section
4, and the details of the relationship between rainfall
and simple statistics of cold cloudiness in AIP/1 are
examined in section 5. Conclusions are summarized
and discussed in section 6.

2. Background
Since the advent of practical application of meteorological satellites, many methods have been developed to estimate rainfall from IR, visible (VIS), and
passive microwave observations (Arkin 1988; Arkin
and Ardanuy 1989). Broadly speaking, VIS/IR techniques have the advantage of better sampling from
geostationary satellites, while microwave observations are currently available only from polar-orbiting
sun-synchronous platforms. On the other hand, methods using microwave data derive rainfall from the
effects of large liquid and solid hydrometeors on
upwelling terrestrial radiation through well-founded
physical relationships (e.g., Wilheit et al. 1977; Wilheit
et al. 1982; Wilheit et al. 1991; Hinton et al. 1992),
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while algorithms using IR and/or VIS data estimate
rainfall indirectly by using empirical relationships between rainfall and cloud features represented by the
data. Therefore, detailed descriptions of the observed
relationship of cloud parameters and rainfall are vital
in developing and validating such methods.
Among the many available IR parameters that
could be used, the area of, or the fractional coverage
of a region by, cold cloud is often used as a predictor
of rainfall in various estimation methods. Griffith et al.
(1978) developed a method to estimate rainfall for
individual clouds by assuming that rainfall volume is
proportional to the cloud area colder than 253 K, with
proportional constants that are functions of the evolution stage in the life cycle of the clouds. Stout et al.
(1979) described a similar method in which rainfall is
estimated from the cloud area and the rate of change
of the cloud area. Both methods take into account the
effects of the life cycle of the clouds, which requires
complicated procedures to track the clouds in the
satellite images throughout their life. Negri et al.
(1984), however, through a detailed analysis of the
method of Griffith et al. (1978), found that rainfall is
highly correlated with the area of the cloud but much
less so with the parameters related to the life cycle.
Other methods have been developed to infer rainfall over large areas for climatic applications (Arkin and
Ardanuy 1989). By using the satellite IR and radarobserved rainfall data for the GARP (Global Atmospheric Research Program) Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE), Arkin (1979) found that the correlation
between 6-hour rainfall and fractional coverage of cold
clouds is higher than 0.8 when fractional coverage is
defined by threshold temperatures of 230-240 K.
Richards and Arkin (1981) showed that the correlation
increases with the spatial and temporal averaging
scales up to 2.5° and 24 h. Their results revealed a
strong linear relationship between rainfall and the
fractional coverage of cold clouds, suggesting the
possibility of applying a simple linear model to estimate large-scale rainfall from fractional coverage at
least for tropical ocean areas.
Arkin and Meisner (1987) developed these results
into an estimation method they called the GOES
(Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite)
Precipitation Index (GPI), which estimates area-averaged rainfall by multiplying the fractional coverage of
an area (2.5° latitude by 2.5° longitude is typically
used) by IR temperatures colder than 235 K by a
coefficient of 3.0 mm h~1. The GPI has been derived
operationally since 1982 from the U. S. geostationary
satellites and for the global tropics by the GPCP since
1986. The resulting rainfall distributions have revealed
many important aspects of rainfall features, especially
over the tropical oceans (Meisner and Arkin 1987;
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Shin et al. 1990; Janowiak and Arkin 1991; Arkin and
Janowiak 1991; Janowiak 1992). Estimates very similar to the GPI have been used experimentally to
initialize numerical weather prediction models (Puri
and Miller 1990; Mathur et al. 1992), and the GPI is
used at the National Meteorological Center in the
evaluation of operational forecast model modifications
(E. Kalnay 1993, personal communication). However,
the application of the G PI to areas outside of the GATE
region is subject to several uncertainties. The threshold temperature used to define cold clouds and the
proportional constant used to convert to rainfall seem
quite likely to vary in space and time, and even the
validity of the linear relationship between rainfall and
fractional coverage itself must be confirmed. This has
been shown by Arkin and Meisner (1987) and Arkin
(1988) for the United States and by Morrissey and
Greene (1993) for the tropical Pacific Ocean. The first
two of these simply showed that the GPI exhibits a
large and spatially and seasonally varying bias when
validated against observed monthly rainfall over the
United States. The latter paper goes further, using
atoll raingage observations from the various climatic
regions in the tropical Pacific Ocean to construct a
validation dataset using a technique they call the
noncontiguous raingage method (NCR, Morrissey
1991). Morrissey and Greene discovered a significant
bias in GPI estimates east of 176°E and developed
correction factors for the region. These studies seem
to confirm that the rainfall-cold cloud relationship is
valid in regions away from that of its developmental
dataset but also illustrate the need for further detailed
studies of the spatial and temporal characteristics of
that relationship in order to determine the possibility of
correcting these errors.

3. Global precipitation
climatology project
Evaluation by the WCRP of possible methods of
obtaining near-global gridded fields (analyses) of precipitation for individual monthly periods for research
projects led to the conclusion that a combination of
satellite-based estimation schemes, including geostationary IR thresholding methods and polar-orbiting
microwave estimates, together with surface observations, could yield the required analyses of monthly
precipitation amounts over most of the earth (WCRP
1986). The GPCP was established to perform the
necessary development and data processing. The
goal of the GPCP is the production of a 10-year set of
monthly analyses of area-averaged precipitation on a
2.5° global grid. It uses satellite estimates based on IR
and microwave data, together with station observa-
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FIG. 1. Block diagram of the principal centers of the Global
Precipitation Climatology Project and of the data flow through the
project.

tions. The primary data sources for the satellite estimates are the GOES (United States), GMS (Geostationary Meteorological Satellite) (Japan), and Meteosat
(European Community) geostationary satellites and
the operational National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) polar-orbiting satellites, together with the Special Sensor Microwave/lmager
(SSM/I) observations from the U. S. Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites. The
GPCP comprises several principal centers (Fig. 1),
each of which currently uses existing observations
and techniques to produce rainfall estimates and/or
analyses.
The Geostationary Satellite Precipitation Data Center (GSPDC), located at the NOAA Climate Analysis
Center (CAC) in Washington, D.C., acquires histograms of IR data for 2.5° x 2.5° areas from 40°N to
40°S for 5-day periods from each of the available
geostationary meteorological satellites. Eight observations, at 3-h intervals, are used each day to assure
adequate diurnal sampling. The GSPDC develops
and applies quality control algorithms and creates a
merged set of histograms covering as much of the
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tropical belt as possible. The GPI algorithm is applied
to this dataset to derive rainfall estimates for each 2.5°
region for each time period.
At the present time, the GSPDC is receiving data
from three geostationary satellite data processing
centers (GSPDCs—operated by the European Space
Operations Centre for Meteosat, Japan Meteorological Agency for GMS and CAC for GOES). Histograms
for 5-day periods are available from Meteosat, GMS,
and one GOES beginning in January 1986 (only 15day temporal resolution for GOES until July 1986),
and from a second GOES from July 1987 through
January 1989. The geostationary satellite-based estimates have incomplete tropical coverage due to the
lack of data from the Indian Geostationary Satellite
and periods with only a single GOES. A closely related
estimate can be computed from outgoing longwave
radiation (OLR) observations from NOAA polar-orbiting satellite data using histograms in which the flux
value corresponding to the threshold used in the GPI
(235 K) is a class boundary. Estimates derived from
these data should be subject to larger sampling errors
than those from geostationary satellites, and comparisons have shown that the differences between estimates from the two sources are small (Janowiak and
Arkin 1991), although they are systematic, and—when
accumulated over time periods of a year or longer—
are significant. Such histograms have been available
since November 1987 and are used where geostationary data were unavailable to complete the global
tropical coverage. OLR histograms are available from
both NOAA polar-orbiting satellites beginning in June
1988. Thus, the GSPDC, compared to previously

available rainfall estimates, provides greatly enhanced
coverage of the tropics and subtropics, with excellent
diurnal sampling in regions covered by geostationary
satellite data and adequate sampling elsewhere.
The GPI tropical estimates for June 1989 (Fig. 2)
show the climatological features expected for that
month, with maxima over Africa, Central America, and
southeast Asia, and a clear intertropical convergence
zone in the Pacific Ocean. Minima are found in the
subtropical high pressure regions. The GPCP GPI
estimates have been used in a number of studies
(Janowiak and Arkin 1991; Janowiak 1992) to examine tropical rainfall variability and to evaluate the
predictions of operational forecast models.
The Polar Satellite Precipitation Data Center, operated by the Goddard Space Flight Center of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA),
uses radiometric observations from the SSM/I to
derive estimates of rain rates over oceans for the
GPCP. These estimates are based on the work of
Wilheit et al. (1991), who developed an algorithm that
estimates rain rates over the non-ice-covered oceans
from the histogram of 19-GHz brightness temperatures in 5° x 5° areas over a month. They compare the
observed histogram of brightness temperatures with
that calculated from a radiative transfer model and
modify the rainfall parameters until agreement is
reached. At convergence, the parameters of the model
are used to derive the rain rate. An empirical adjustment (often referred to as a beam-filling correction) is
made to correct for a systematic underestimate due to
the nonlinearity of the rainfall-brightness temperature
relationship and the inhomogeneities of precipitation
in the large SSM/I pixels. An
example oftheirproductfor June
1989 (Fig. 3) shows that the
tropical features are generally
similar to those seen in the IR
estimates (Fig. 2), although of
lower amplitude and with somewhat sharper gradients. Differences between these estimates
have been discussed by Arkin
and Janowiak (1991) and Chiu
et al. (1993). In higher latitudes,
the IR estimates, where available, tend to be unrealistically
high compared to the microwave
estimates.
The construction of complete
global fields of precipitation re-1
FIG. 2. Estimated precipitation (mm day ) for June 1989 derived from histograms of IR
quires the collection of available
imagery from geostationary and polar-orbiting satellites. Contours begin at 2 mm day 1 and are
in situ observations and their
at intervals of 4 mm day-1. Areas greater than 10 mm day-1 are indicated by light hatching; areas
greater than 14 mm day-1 are indicated by heavier hatching. Stippling indicates regions where
merger with the satellite prodestimates are available.
ucts. At present, this combina-
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tion still leaves spatial gaps. For
applications requiring spatially
complete fields, precipitation
forecasts from operational numerical weather prediction forecast models are presently used
to fill these gaps. The Global
Precipitation Climatology Center, located in the Deutscher
Wetterdienst in Offenbach, Germany, obtains and quality controls the in situ observations and
then combines the analyzed field
derived from those observations
with satellite estimates and model
forecasts into a complete global
product.
FIG. 3. Estimated precipitation (mm day-1) for June 1989 derived from histograms of SSM/I
Both types of satellite esti- observations from DMSP by Wilheit et al. (1991). Contours are at intervals of 2 mm day-1. Areas
-1
-1
mates are subject to large uncer- greater than 4 mm day are indicated by light hatching; areas greater than 8 mm day are
indicated
by
heavier
hatching.
Stippling
indicates
regions
where
estimates
are
available.
tainties. The calibration of the
GPI is based on very limited
measurements, while that of the microwave-based open-ocean buoy-mounted instruments. A number of
method is derived from a physical model with many these instruments were used during the Tropical
approximations. It is extremely difficult to determine Oceans Global Atmosphere Coupled Ocean-Atmoconfidence bounds for such estimates. The GPCP sphere Response Experiment (TOGA COARE), which
includes a Calibration/Validation (Cal/Val) component took place in the western equatorial Pacific Ocean
to ensure that the satellite estimates used in the during November 1992-February 1993 (Webster and
project are of high quality. The Cal/Val effort has three Lukas 1992), and plans are being developed for
requirements: 1) for high-quality time series of mea- obtaining long-term measurements from the Tropical
sured precipitation over 2.5° areas in a number of Atmosphere-Ocean (TAO) array of moored buoys in
representative climatic regimes; 2) for high-resolution the tropical Pacific. The second technique is acoustic,
precipitation observations from radars over larger in which a sensitive hydrophone is suspended beareas for shorter periods; and 3) for the development neath the surface of the water and measures the
and implementation of new observing technology. The sound made by raindrops hitting the surface. The
Surface Reference Data Center at the NOAA National depth at which the instrument is suspended deterClimatic Data Center will acquire time series of rainfall mines the surface area over which the rainfall is
observations from up to 12 locations representing detected. At the present, this technique is capable of
different climatic regimes for the period 1986-1995 to distinguishing between the noise produced by rainpermit long-term validation and calibration of the sat- drops and that resulting from other sources but is not
ellite estimates used in the GPCP. These time series capable of measuring rain rate accurately (J. Proni
will be used to provide a continuing validation for the 1993, personal communication). The possibility of
combining these measurements, so that a central
IR and microwave estimates used in the GPCP.
New methods of observing precipitation are re- optical gauge can provide rain rates, while a set of
quired for ocean regions, where conventional mea- surrounding acoustic measurements defines the area
surements by raingages and radars are both sparse of occurrence of the precipitation, is being explored at
and difficult to make. Two types of instruments are present (W. Krajewski 1993, personal communication).
The GPCP Algorithm Intercomparison Programme
being tested as a part of the GPCP. The first uses an
optical technique in which raindrops falling through a organizes and coordinates campaigns through which
beam of light cause scintillations that can be counted available satellite algorithms are tested and comand from which a rain rate can be inferred (McPhaden pared, and new algorithms are developed. Each camand Milburn 1992). These raingages have been tested paign, called an Algorithm Intercomparison Project
in many locations, including on buoys in coastal areas (AIP/1, AIP/2, etc.) provides satellite observations
near the United States and in the tropical Pacific and other information to a number of groups of particiOcean. These tests have shown that usable time pating scientists from around the world. These groups
series of rain rate can be obtained from unattended apply their estimation algorithms and send a set of
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FIG. 4. The study area of GPCP-AIP/1. Small dots over and near
Japan indicate the location of AMeDAS automated raingage locations.

products to an intercomparison center where they are
compared to the validating dataset. The validating
dataset is then provided to the participants so that
improved algorithms can be developed. Three campaigns are planned. The first is described in detail in
the next section. The AIP/2, currently in the
intercomparison phase, is using data from the area
surrounding the United Kingdom for February and
March 1991, while the AIP/3 will use observations
from the TOGA COARE.
Other intercomparisons of the results of satellite
rainfall estimation techniques are being conducted as
a part of the WetNet program (Dodge 1994). The First
WetNet Precipitation Intercomparison Project (PIP-1)
is nearing completion. During PIP-1, gridded fields of
global precipitation derived from microwave observations for the months August-November 1987 were
compared to each other along with a variety of validation datasets. Results are described in Barrett et al.
(1994). A second project (PIP-2) will focus on intercomparison of precipitation estimates for selected
cases of interest.

4. First algorithm
intercomparison project
The lack of suitable calibration and validation
datasets has been one of the principal difficulties in the
development and improvement of rainfall estimation
algorithms. The GPCP AlPs provide researchers with
datasets that allow the testing of existing techniques
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and the development of new ones. The first AIP (AIP/
1), in which satellite and rainfall data from the area of
Japan during June-August 1989 were used, has been
completed (Lee et al. 1991). In this section we will
describe the AIP/1 and some of its results.
The objectives of the Algorithm Intercomparison
Programme are 1) to assess the skill of existing
algorithms for extracting rain information from satellite
digital imagery; 2) to help understand the reasons why
different algorithms sometimes yield different results,
when the same satellite data are used; and 3) to
improve upon existing algorithms.
To accomplish these objectives, an assortment of
data, including hourly high-resolution IR and visible
data from the GMS geostationary satellite and twicedaily microwave data from the SSM/I were sent to 18
participating algorithm development groups from
around the world. The Japanese Meteorological Agency
(JMA) provided a validation dataset consisting of a
composite of rainfall estimates from 15 precipitation
radars and over 1300 automated raingages from their
Automated Meteorological Data Acquisition System
(AMeDAS) network (Fig. 4). These validating data
were not available to algorithm developers to tune
their techniques to the experimental domain.
Two observing periods during 1989 were selected
to assess the performance of the various techniques
in estimating rainfall under two different rainfall regimes: 1) 1 - 3 0 June to observe frontal rainfall associated with the "Baiu" front, and 15 July—15 August to
observe subtropical convective rainfall. Participants
using IR-based estimation algorithms were asked to
submit estimates of daily accumulated rainfall for each
1.25° latitude/longitude region in the area from 127° to
147°E and from 28° to 46°N, covering Japan and the
surrounding oceanic regions, and hourly estimates for
five specified regions intended to sample different
precipitation regimes. Microwave-based algorithms
were also verified but will not be discussed at length
here. [Lee et al. (1991) describe the verification of the
microwave algorithms.]
Estimates from 171R algorithms were submitted by
nine groups from the United States, Japan, Australia,
the United Kingdom, Canada, and the People's Republic of China. Seven of these algorithms use IR
information alone, four combine IR and visible data,
three combine IR and SSM/I data, two use model
forecasts, and one uses climatological information
(Table 1). The methods through which these algorithms combined information varied widely. Adler et al.
(1993) describe two algorithms in which SSM/l-based
estimates were used to directly adjust IR estimates.
Barrett and Bellerby (1992) describe an approach in
which SSM/l-based estimates were used to estimate
rain per rain day, and the frequency of rain days was
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estimated from IR. Grassotti and GaTABLE 1. List of techniques and participants.
rand (1994), on the other hand, created categories based on IR brightness temperature and visible albedo
Technique
Type
Participants
and then created a matrix of probabilities of precipitation for each com[R
GPI
P. Arkin (United States)
bination of IR and albedo classes.
NASA/CST
IR
R. Adler/A. Negri (United States)
That is, the frequency of occurrence
NASA/NAWT
IR
of precipitation for each combination
IR/SSMI
NASA/GPI adjusted
of categorical IR brightness temperaIR
B. Ebert (Australia)
ture and albedo was determined, usAust/BM RC/N AWT
IR
ing data over southern Ontario. This
probability matrix was then used in
AUST/Curtin
M. Lynch (Australia)
IR
conjunction with some precipitation
Bristol/CST
IR
E.Barrett (England)
rate and cloud cover information to
Bristol/climate
IR
produce a quantitative precipitation
»
IR
Bristol/model
estimate.
Bristol/SSM)
IR/SSMI
Space does not permit us to show
IRA/IS
Canada/control
W. Hogg (Canada)
detailed results for individual algorithms. [See Lee et al. (1991) for
Canada/rainsat
IR/VIS
more detail, and Negri and Adler
L. Garand (Canada)
Canada/Garand
IRA/IS
(1993) for a detailed discussion of
China/Wu
IRA/IS
R.Wu (China)
three algorithms.] Here we show a
JMA/Oosawa
IR/model
K. Oosawa (Japan)
few summary statistics that permit us
CST: Convective-Stratiform Technique (Negri and Adler 1993)
to make simple comparisons of the
NAWT: Negri-Adler-Wetzel Technique (Negri and Adler 1993)
aggregate performance of the IR alAust: Australia Bureau of Meteorology, AUST: Australia Curtin Institute of Technology
gorithms. Table 2 shows various statistics for the IR-based estimates for
the 1-30 June and 15 July—15 August 1989 periods. rainfall than are all the others. Otherwise, when ranked
The statistics were calculated over all 1.25° x 1.25° in order of correlation, the algorithms cannot be distinareas for which adequate validating data were avail- guished from their nearest few neighbors but are
able, comparing the daily totals.
significantly different from those further removed.
However, these results are valid only for datasets
Before we discuss the results in Table 2, we must
examine issues related to the degree of significance of consisting entirely of independent samples. The numthe statistics calculated in this paper. We are inter- ber of independent samples in time can be estimated
ested in three issues: 1) which of the correlations by calculating the effective degrees of freedom (Davis
shown are significantly different from 0; 2) when are 1976). For these data, this calculation indicates that
there significant differences among correlations for temporal autocorrelation never reduces the effective
different algorithms/parameters; and 3) what is the degrees of freedom to fewer than one-half the number
effect of spatial and temporal autocorrelation on these in the full dataset, which does not substantially change
conclusions? We estimate the significance of the the conclusions above. However, spatial autocorrelaindividual correlations by the F-test (Panofsky and tion is more difficult to estimate. In our discussion
Brier 1968, pp. 92-94), while the difference between above, we assume that each grid area is independent.
two correlations is assessed with a Student's t-test We could, however, equally plausibly assume that the
applied following a Fisher's Z transformation (Chiswick roughly 75 grid areas represent as few as seven
and Chiswick 1975, pp. 157-159). Since each monthly degrees of freedom. This, combined with the temporal
period has over 2000 data points for the daily values autocorrelation, would give an effective degree of
over the 1.25° grid, hereafter daily/1.25° scales, all the freedom reduced by a factor of about 20. Under this
correlations shown in Table 2 are highly significantly assumption, we find that all the correlations remain
different from 0. Our calculations indicate that differ- significantly greater than 0 but that only those sepaences in the correlations are significant at the 1 % level rated by 0.18 or more (that is, only the extremes in
when they exceed about 0.04. During the June period, Table 2) are significantly different from each other.
for example, the two algorithms with the largest correWhile it is thus difficult to draw firm conclusions
lations are not significantly different from each other regarding the relative merits of the different algobut are significantly better correlated with observed rithms, one interesting fact can be deduced from this
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TABLE 2. Statistics of IR algorithm performance.

Technique

Bias

1-30June
MAE

Corr

Bias

15 July—15 August
MAE

Corr

Aust/BMRC/CST

0.68

4.08

0.57

020

3.28

0.68

Aust/BMRC/NAWT

2.80

9.71

0.52

1.16

3.95

0.68

1.34

4.26

0.65

Aust/Curtin
Bristol/CST

0.57

3.97

0.54

0.31

3.16

0.59

GPI

1.64

6.03

0.54

0.65

3.17

0.64

NASA/CST

0.41

3.91

0.56

0.32

3.19

0.66

NASA/NAWT

0.27

3.89

0.58

0.20

3.22

0 69

Bristol/climate

0.43

4.07

0.49

Canada/control

1.39

5.50

0.54

0.62

3.36

0.59

Canada/Garand

1.16

5.52

0.55

0.92

4.23

0.53

Canada/rainsat

0.77

3.78

0.69

0.38

3.09

0 72

China/Wu

1.16

5.33

0.43

0.50

3.49

0.47

NASA/GPI-adj

0.72

4.10

0.57

0.40

3.21

0.63

Bristol/SSMI

1.10

5.14

0.43

0.63

3.51

0.51

Bristol/mode!

0.80

4.34

0.50

0.46

3.37

0.52

JMA/Oosawa

2.02

6.56

0.66

1.43

4.64

0.69

Mean observed rain:

4.48 mm day

-1

3.82

1

mm day-

Bias: Mean rain estimate / mean observed rain.
MAE: Mean absolute error (mm day-1).
Corr: Correlation between daily estimates and validation data (space and time mixed).
Note: These statistics were computed over each 1.25° square for which the validating radar-raingage composite data were available. Only
those squares with the maximum possible observations were used.

table: the IR-only algorithms (the top seven) all give
very similar results (essentially indistinguishable from
one another even under the assumption of a dataset
of completely independent samples) in terms of their
correlation with daily rainfall. On the other hand, the
bias and mean absolute error of these algorithms vary
considerably and significantly. This indicates that,
despite the substantial differences among the techniques, the results differ principally in their linear
scaling. This phenomenon is seen in each of the
observing periods. Note, however, that correlations
calculated for a combination of the two periods will not
show this consistency, since some of the algorithms
have biases that differ greatly between the periods.
Adler et al. (1993) have shown that the ConvectiveStratiform Technique (CST) produces a higher correlation forthe entire period than the GPI forthis reason.
We can also see that the two algorithms with the
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best correlations, again in both periods, are among
those that use visible and model data. Other algorithms using combinations of data types yielded some
of the lowest correlations, however. These results
lead us to conclude that the addition of information
from other sources is necessary to make significant
improvement over IR-only algorithms but that the
algorithms must be designed very carefully to avoid
degrading the IR-only results.
The bias characteristics show that the IR algorithms of all types were equally likely to overestimate
or underestimate during the June period but that 80%
of the 15 methods underestimated the rainfall during
the 15 July—15 August period. One might speculate
that differences in rainfall regime between the two
periods could account for this change. Rainfall during
June in Japan is characterized by relatively persistent
precipitation associated with the Baiu front, while
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during July and August the rainfall is dominated by
smaller-scale semitropical convection. However, previous studies (Arkin and Meisner 1987; Arkin 1988)
have indicated that one IR-only algorithm (the GPI)
tends to overestimate convective rainfall over land,
which disagrees with the persistent underestimate
found here. Adler et al. (1993) have suggested that
much of the convective precipitation during the second period was orographically forced and was not
associated with cold clouds. Frequent occurrence of
this situation would cause significant underestimation
from the IR algorithms used in the AIP/1.

5. Relationship between cold cloud
statistics and rainfall in AIP/1
a. Data
The results of the initial intercomparison discussed
in section 4 indicate that the GPI yielded useful rainfall
estimates over Japan and the surrounding ocean
areas, despite the great differences in conditions from
the eastern tropical Atlantic, the area for which it was
originally developed. What could not be determined
from the intercomparison was the extent to which the
findings of Richards and Arkin (1981) regarding the
dependence on spatial and temporal averaging scale
of the relationship between cold cloud and rainfall
were valid for this region. In this section, we perform
an extensive evaluation of the simple statistics of that
relationship for the two periods of AIP/1.
The datasets used here include the GMS IR and
radar-AMeDAS composite rainfall data of the AIP/1.
They cover a wide area surrounding the Japanese
islands (120.0°-147.5°E, 22.5°-46.25°N), as shown
in Fig. 4, for the two periods of 1 - 3 0 June and 15 July15 August 1989. The IR dataset consists of 1488
hourly blackbody brightness temperature (TBB) arrays
with spatial resolution of 0.05° latitude by 0.0625°
longitude, which were produced by JMA by interpolating the original GMS IR data. The hourly TBB array was
first accumulated into regions of approximately 0.3125°
x 0.3125°, where most areas were six pixels in latitude
by five pixels in longitude, with every fourth area
including one extra pixel in latitude. We then constructed 18-class T bb histograms, using class boundaries at 5-K intervals over the range 190-270 K and
calculated the fractional coverage of pixels colder than
each temperature boundary for each grid area. The
fractional coverage for grid areas consisting of 2 x 2,
4 x 4 , and 8 x 8 arrays of basic grid areas (approximately 0.625°, 1.25°, and 2.5° on each side) was
calculated by averaging the values for all the basic grid
areas within the larger arrays.
The rainfall dataset includes 1488 hourly observa-
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tions with the same spatial resolution as the IR data.
These data were obtained from the radar-AMeDAS
composite rainfall dataset that is produced operationally by the JMA from observations of over 1300
gauges and 15 weather radars in Japan. This dense
composite network is thought to provide relatively
reliable quantitative observations of rainfall over the
Japanese islands and adjacent ocean regions, despite the complex topography there (Takemura et al.
1984). In this study, we calculated the hourly rainfall
for grid areas identical to those used for the IR data by
arithmetically averaging the rainfall observed at all
points within each grid. Both the hourly rainfall and TBB
histograms were then accumulated over periods of 2,
3, 4, 6,12, and 24 hours and 2, 3, 4, 5,10,15, and 30
days, in order to investigate the effect of averaging in
time on the relationship between rainfall and fractional
coverage.
We used the linear correlation coefficient as the
main parameter to evaluate the relationship between
rainfall and fractional coverage. Correlation reflects
the accuracy of a linear fit between two sets of data
and is often used in evaluating the performance of
rainfall estimation methods (e.g., Griffith et al. 1978;
Richards and Arkin 1981). Since the correlation coefficient alone can be misleading, we also calculated
several other parameters to provide supplemental
information. These parameters include the following:
1)A 0 : the ratio of the mean rainfall to the mean
fractional coverage;
2) A^ the slope in a regression equation between
rainfall and fractional coverage in which the intercept is forced to zero;
3) A2: the slope in an unconstrained regression equation between rainfall and fractional coverage;
4) B2: the intercept in a regression equation between
rainfall and fractional coverage.
b. Spatial inhomogeneities in the cold
cloud-rainfall relationship
Unlike the GATE area, which was a reasonably
homogeneous tropical ocean region, the AIP/1 area
might be expected to exhibit significant inhomogeneities
even over the ocean surrounding Japan. Although no
conclusive data are available over the ocean, studies
have reported that there exist some evident differences between the features of clouds and associated
precipitation over the Pacific and the Japan Sea
coastal areas (e.g., Ninomiya 1977; Mizuno 1992).
Such differences might also result in variations in the
relationship between rainfall and fractional coverage
upon which simple estimation methods like the GPI
are based. We therefore examined this relationship for
each area in the basic grid in the AIP/1 region.
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FIG. 5. The distributions of the optimal threshold temperatures for the June, the July-August, and the combined AIP/1 periods of GPCPAIP/1.

We calculated the correlations between hourly rainfall and fractional coverage defined by 17 threshold
temperatures (270-190 K at 5 K intervals) and defined
the optimal threshold for each grid as that that resulted
in maximum correlation between fractional coverage
and rainfall. Figure 5 shows the distributions of the
optimal thresholds for the June, the July-August, and
the combined AIP/1 periods, and Fig. 6 shows the
correlation coefficients at the optimal thresholds for
the basic grid. The effective degrees of freedom

(Davis 1976) for the hourly data range from 100 to
greater than 400 for each period, and in general,
correlations of 0.25 or greater are significant at the 1 %
level. Systematic differences are observed over the
different portions of the area. In general, rainfall is
more highly correlated with fractional coverage for
cold thresholds for the grid areas over the Pacific
coastal and Pacific Ocean regions. The correlation
reaches 0.7 over several grid areas, which is relatively
high for these scales compared to the results of

FIG. 6. The magnitudes of the correlations at the optimal threshold temperatures as shown in Fig. 5 for the June, the July-August, and the
combined AIP/1 periods of GPCP-AIP/1. Only correlations significant at the 1 % level are shown.
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FIG. 7. Histograms of the optimal threshold temperatures shown in Fig. 5 for the three periods of GPCP-AIP/1.

Richards and Arkin (1981) in GATE. Over the Japan
Sea side, the optimal threshold temperatures are
much warmer and the correlations are lower, although
positive and generally significantly greater than 0. The
border between these different areas coincides roughly
with the mountainous terrain along the axis of the
Japanese islands. The distributions of the optimal
threshold and the correlation are similar for the June,
the July-August, and the combined AIP/1 periods,
although the border for the July-August period is not
as distinct as that for the June period. Figure 7
presents the histograms of the optimal threshold
temperatures (Fig. 5) for the three periods. Each of
these histograms has two peaks separated by a
minimum near 245 K, giving the appearance of two
populations of grid areas.
Some earlier studies (Arkin and Meisner 1987;
Arkin 1988) have suggested that the linear cold cloudrainfall relationship upon which the GPI is based can
be extended to other tropical regions and to outside of
the tropics in certain locations or seasons. Rainfall
estimation efforts for the Sahel (Barrett et al. 1988;
Milford and Dugdale 1990) have shown that varying
the temperature threshold used to define cold cloud or
the proportional coefficient used to convert cloudiness
to rainfall can extend the useful domain of similar
techniques. The results shown here suggest that
there are two populations of grid areas: one in which
the linear cold cloud-rainfall relationship is valid, although with varying optimum temperature thresholds,
and another in which the relationship between cloudiness and rainfall is significantly less useful. This
indicates that it may be useful to treat the two kinds of
grid areas separately in investigating the rainfallfractional coverage relationship. It would also be most
valuable to determine whether there is an objective,
physically based method of separating the two types
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of areas in advance so that regions where the simple
IR-based estimation techniques are likely to succeed
or fail can be identified. Hereafter, we refer to the area
of the basic grid for which the optimal threshold was
warmer (colder) than 245 K as the warm (cold) threshold region, and the grid areas contained therein as
warm (cold) grid areas.
Figure 8 shows the distributions of the warm and
cold grid areas. The distributions for the three periods
have broadly similar patterns, with the warm grid
areas more prevalent over the Japan Sea and the cold
grid areas over the Pacific Ocean side of Japan. This
separation is clearer in the June period. Among the
1240 basic grid areas in the AIP/1 field, 244 (517) (a
total of 61%) are defined as warm (cold) consistently
by all three groups of data.
The distribution of the cold and warm grid areas
appears to be related to the effect of the topography on
the development of clouds and precipitation. The
upwind slope of mountainous terrain is associated
with upward vertical motion and presumably convective rainfall, while over the downwind side the clouds
and precipitation appear to be more stratiform. In the
June period, dominated by the Baiu system, precipitation features are most strongly affected by the largescale circulation and topography, resulting in a relatively distinct border between the two kinds of grid
areas. In the July-August period, when diurnal convection on smaller scales dominates, the precipitation
features are more influenced by local conditions,
resulting in a more confused border.
We also classified the larger grid areas comprised
of arrays of 2 x 2, 4 x 4, and 1 6 x 1 6 basic grid areas
(0.625°, 1.25°, and 2.5° on a side) as warm (cold)
when 75% or more of the basic grid areas were labeled
warm (cold), and as mixed otherwise. For the larger
scales, the set of grid areas labeled mixed will be
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FIG. 8. Distributions of the cold threshold (light hatching) and warm threshold (heavy hatching) regions in the GPCP-AIP/1 area.

referred to as the mixed threshold region. In the
following sections, we will examine the rainfall-fractional coverage relationships for these regions separately, as well as in combination.
c. Rainfall-Fractional coverage relationship
First, we calculated the correlations between rainfall and fractional coverage defined by various threshold temperatures. Figure 9 shows the results for daily
totals averaged over areas of 1.25°, where values of
greater than 0.24 are significant at the 1% level. The
variation of correlation with threshold temperature for
the cold threshold region is similar to that obtained for
the GATE area (Arkin 1979). Large positive correlations are observed at cold thresholds ranging from 240
to 210 K, with maxima of 0.69, 0.80, and 0.70 at 225
K for the June, the July-August, and the combined

AIP/1 periods. These correlations, except during the
July-August period, are lower than those found in the
GATE [larger than 0.8 (Richards and Arkin 1981)] for
the same scales but still show a strong linear relationship between rainfall and fractional coverage at cold
thresholds for the cold threshold region. For the warm
threshold region, the correlations are highest for the
warmer thresholds, peaking around 250 K, but are
lower than those for the cold threshold region for all
thresholds, and significantly lower in the range from
240 to 210 K. For the mixed threshold region, the
maximum correlation is obtained at an intermediate
threshold of 240 K, with correlations also between
those for the cold and warm threshold regions. For the
complete area, the correlations peak at the same
threshold (225 K) but with somewhat smaller values,
as for the cold threshold region. Interesting differ-

FIG. 9. Profiles of the correlation between rainfall and the fractional coverage of cold clouds for the warm threshold (WTR), cold threshold
(CTR), mixed (MTR), and total (TTL) regions. The averaging scale here is daily and 1.25°.
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ences also exist in the ratios between
mean rainfall and fractional coverage
and the other regression parameters:
the cold grid areas usually receive
more rainfall and the warm grids less
for a given value of fractional coverage defined by the same threshold.
We found that these pronounced
differences in the relationship between
rainfall and fractional coverage are
observed consistently for almost all
temporal and spatial scales and for
both the June and July-August periods and their combination. These results, together with the spatial distributions of the cold and warm threshold regions shown in Fig. 8, indicate
that these regions exhibit significant
differences in the characteristics of
the rainfall-fractional coverage relationship. The most important consequence of this fact for our purposes is
that a simple threshold algorithm applied to the warm threshold region will
exhibit little useful skill, while in the
cold threshold region it is much more
likely to produce valuable results. The
possibility also exists even in the cold
threshold region that selection of the
proper threshold and proportional coefficient for estimating rainfall in any
specific situation may require ancillary observations of the region being
observed.
Accumulation of the estimates of
rainfall in both time and space is usually required in climatic applications.
FIG. 10. Correlations between rainfall and fractional coverage of cold clouds at 225 K
Although Richards and Arkin (1981)
and Negri and Adler (1988) have for the cold threshold regions, as a function of averaging the spatial scale from 0.3125° to
2.5° latitude/longitude and averaging the temporal scale from 1 hour to monthly. The
shown that averaging in space and contour interval is 0.05.
time improves estimates, their studies were limited to a maximum averaging time of 1 day. It is not clear if temporal averaging combined AIP/1 periods, and up to 1 - 2 days for the
will continue to improve correlations up to longer time July-August period. The correlation has a value of
scales, such as the 5-day periods used in the GPCP. 0.69 (0.8) for the June (July-August) period for the
Here, we examined the mixed time-space correlation cold threshold region for the daily/1.25° scale, and
between rainfall and fractional coverage using all the higher values for slightly larger (longer) scales. These
grid areas for which validating data were available for are almost as high as those found for the GATE area.
spatial scales up to 2.5° and for time scales from 1 Correlations for the warm and mixed threshold regions
hour to monthly. Figure 10 shows the results for the exhibit similar behavior but are significantly lower for
225 K (optimum) threshold for the cold threshold all scales. For example, the correlations in the warm
region. The correlations between rainfall and frac- threshold region at the optimal threshold of 255 K are
tional coverage are all significant at the 1% level and only 0.44 for the June and 0.41 for the July-August
increase with the size of the averaging area and with periods for the scale of daily/1.25°.
temporal scale up to 3 - 4 days for the June and the
The temporal limits of improvement in correlation
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we divided the time series into several
stages relative to the dominant time
scale and compared the rainfall-fractional coverage relationships for each
stage. For the June period, we defined
the stages according to the relative position of the minimum in the time series
of surface pressure. We defined the
period within 6 hours of the pressure
minimum as "low," the periods from 6 to
18 hours before and after the low as
"prelow" and "postlow," and the remaining periods as "other." Table 3 shows
the statistics for the four stages. The
relationships between rainfall and fractional coverage differ significantly for
the various stages. The proportional
coefficient between rainfall and fractional coverage is about five times larger
FIG. 11. Time series of the surface pressure at Fukuoka (upper), the fractional
coverage at 235 K (middle), and the areal-average rainfall (bottom) for the 1.25° grid
during the passage of the low than for
including the station. The pressure data are sampled at intervals of 6 hours, while the
the prelow and postlow stages, while
fractional coverage and the rainfall are 6-hour averages.
the correlation for the prelow stage is
slightly higherthan that forthe low stage.
Correlations
for
the other stages are significantly
with increasing temporal averaging for the two periods
lower.
are different but consistent in that both correspond to
For the July-August period, we separated each day
the dominant periods of the precipitation events during
the periods. The time series (Fig. 11) of surface into four 6-hour stages beginning with 0000, 0600,
pressure at Fukuoka and the 6-hour averages of 1200, and 1800 UTC. Table 4 shows the statistics
rainfall and fractional coverage at 235 K (the threshold relating rainfall and fractional coverage for the first 12
used in the GPI) over the 1.25° grid including the days of the July-August period, when the diurnal
station, which is included in the cold threshold region variation is especially clear. Most of the rainfall in this
for both periods and their combination, are clearly period was observed in the local afternoon (0600characterized by a 3-4-day period forthe June period. 1100 UTC), when the correlation between 6-hour
As many previous studies (e.g., Akiyama 1990; Xie rainfall and fractional coverage reaches 0.94. Forthe
1992) have shown, this 3-4-day period is characteris- other stages, however, the rainfall amounts were
tic of the Baiu rainfall and is related directly to the small and the correlations were significantly lower
passage of surface pressure lows along the Baiu front. than for the afternoon stage. The results for both the
Forthe July-August period, a more diurnal variation of June and July-August periods show distinctly different relationships between rainfall and fractional coverrainfall is observed, particularly during July.
To further explore this behavior of the correlation, age for the different stages in the dominant periods.

TABLE 3. Statistics of rainfall (Rn), in mm h~1, and fractional
coverage (Fc) at 235 K for various stages of evolution of the Baiu low
for the June period of the AIP/1.

Stage
Prelow
Low
Postlow
Others
Total
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Mean
Rn

Mean
Fc

Rn/Fc
ratio

0.43
2.08
0.26
0.02
0.34

0.20
0.20
0.10
0.10
0.12

2.1
10.6
2.6
0.2
2.8

TABLE 4. Statistics of rainfall (Rn), in mm h~\ and fractional
coverage (Fc) at 235 K for various stages of the diurnal cycle for the
period of 15-28 July 1989.

Stage

Mean
Rn

Mean
Fc

Rn/Fc
ratio

0.53

0000-0500 UTC

0.07

0.04

0.48
0.16
0.36
0.32

0600-1100 UTC
1200-1700 UTC
1800-2300 UTC
Total

0.53
0.07

0.10
0.02

2.1
5.4

0.00
0.17

0.01
0.04

Correlation

3.6
0.5
4.3

Correlation
0.08
0.94
0.34
-0.22
0.82
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TABLE 5. Correlations between rainfall and fractional coverage at the optimal and GPI thresholds for daily and 1.25° scales for the warm
(WTR), cold (CTR), and mixed (MR) regions, as well as for the total area.

WTR

Grid type
Threshold
June
Jul-Aug
AIP/1

MR

CTR

Total

235 K

255 K

235 K

225 K

235 K

240 K

235 K

225 K

0.36
0.31
0.35

0.44
0.41
0.44

0.62
0.77
0.62

0.69
0.80
0.70

0.47
0.50
0.43

0.48
0.51
0.43

0.54
0.64

0.61
0.67
0.64

Thus, some portion, possibly the majority, of the
improvement in correlation obtained by increasing
averaging time results from the inclusion of a period of
high correlation in a higher percentage of the elements
of the time series. As was found for the spatial
variation of correlation, the linear relationship between
cold cloud and rainfall is considerably stronger under
some circumstances than others. The ability to determine those circumstances in advance could lead to
significantly better rainfall estimates than are currently
possible from the simple techniques such as the GPI.
d. Potential improvement to the GPI
Four sources of uncertainty in the GPI are the
threshold temperature used to define the fractional
coverage of cold cloud, the proportional coefficient
that relates the rainfall to fractional coverage, inclusion of nonprecipitating cold clouds in fractional coverage, and exclusion of precipitating warm clouds
from fractional coverage. We focus our discussion
here on the potential for reduction in the first two
uncertainties, since the simple IR statistics investigated do not appear to contain sufficient information to
resolve the latter two.
Table 5 shows the correlations at the optimal and
GPI (235 K) thresholds for the scales of daily/1.25° for

0.56

the various kinds of grid areas. The correlations at the
optimal thresholds are always larger than those at the
GPI threshold for all of the June, the July-August, and
the combined AIP/1 periods. The differences between
the correlations, however, are small and are only
significant if we assume that nearly all samples are
independent. For example, the correlations at the
optimal (225 K) and the GPI thresholds are 0.80 and
0.77, respectively, for the cold threshold region for the
July-August period. The correlations are much poorer
at both the optimal and GPI thresholds for the warm
and mixed threshold regions. These results indicate
that a good estimate of rainfall can be derived from
fractional coverage only for the cold threshold region
and that the GPI threshold of 235 K gives results
statistically indistinguishable from those obtained using the optimal threshold (225 K) determined for the
GPCP-AIP/1 area.
We then compared the proportional coefficients at
235 K calculated for the GPCP-AIP/1 area with the
value of 3.0 obtained for the GATE data and used in
the GPI. Table 6 shows the regression coefficients for
the four kinds of grid areas for the three periods.
Generally, the cold threshold region has larger proportional coefficients (A0, Av and A2) than the warm and
mixed threshold regions, indicating heavier rainfall for

TABLE 6. Regression coefficients relating rainfall to fractional coverage at the GPI threshold for regions as in Table 5 for the scales of daily
and 1.25°.

Region
Period

A0
A1
A2
B,

June

WTR
July-August

1.2

4.1

0.9
0.7
0.0

1.8
1.4
0.1

CTR
July-August

AIP

June

1.8
1.1

2.2
2.2

4.4

0.9
0.1

2.2
0.0

4.0
0.0

4.1
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AIP

June

2.9
2.6
2.5
0.0

1.5
1.3
1.2
0.0

MR
July-August

AIP

June

3.9
2.7

1.9
1.4

1.8
1.7

2.5
0.1

1.2
0.0

1.7
0.0

Total
July-August
4.1
3.4
3.2
0.0

AIP
2.5
2.1
2.0
0.0
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TABLE 7. Best multiple correlations between rainfall and varying numbers of fractional coverages (Fc) for daily and 1.25° scales for the
regions as in Table 5.

Region

Period

GPI

1 Fc

2 Fc

3 Fc

17Fc

June
July-August
AIP
June

0.36
0.31
0.35
0.62

0.44
0.41
0.44
0.69

0.48
0.43
0.46
0.70

0.48
0.44
0,46
0.70

0.51
0.53
0.52
0.73

CTR

July-August
AIP
June

0.77
0.62
0.47

0.80
0.70
0.48

0.81
0.71
0.51

0.81
0.72
0.51

0.83
0.73
0.53

MR

July-August
AIP
June

0
0
0.54

0 65

0.62
0.50
0.66

July-August
AIP

0.64
0.56

0.69
0.67

0.72
0.68

WTR

Total

.
.

5
4

0
3

0.67
0.64

the same amount of fractional coverage. The intercepts (B2) are zero or near zero for all grid areas and
for all the periods. The proportional coefficients obtained here differ substantially and vary in opposite
senses for the two periods from that obtained for the
GATE. For example, in the case of the cold threshold
region the proportional coefficients for the June and
the July-August periods are about 2.2 and 4.4 mm
h_1, which are about 50% smaller and larger, respectively, than the value found in the GATE and used in
the GPI (3.0 mm h_1). These results confirm the
findings of Morrissey and Greene (1993) regarding the
need to adjust the proportional coefficients used for
the GPI for various areas and seasons in order to
estimate rainfall with good quantitative accuracy. The
near-zero intercepts also suggest that there is little
need to add a constant amount to the estimate to
account for rain from clouds warmer than the thresholds used.
It seems likely that nonlinear or multiple-linear
relationships could be used to improve upon the
single-threshold GPI. Since the GPCP has accumulated an extensive dataset from which the fractional
coverage of a number of thresholds—as well as the
area mean TBB and its spatial standard deviation—can
be calculated, we also examined the possibility of
using multiple regression between rainfall and these
parameters to improve upon the GPI. Table 7 shows
the best correlations obtained for the different grid
areas when up to 17 fractional coverages are used as
predictors of rainfall for the scale of daily/1.25°. The
results indicate that using two fractional coverages
yielded only a small improvement (not significant at
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0
0

.
.

5
4

5
7

0.69
0.67

the 1 % level) in correlation compared to the use of one
fractional coverage determined from the GPI or the
optimal thresholds, while the third and additional fractional coverages had almost no effect. Table 8 shows
the correlations when two other IR parameters—the
mean and the spatial standard deviation of TBB—are
used as predictors of rainfall. The mean TBB is negatively correlated with rainfall, as expected, but the
magnitude of the correlations is considerably less than
for the optimal threshold. The standard deviation of
T bb has a positive but small correlation with rainfall.
Using these two IR parameters as additional predictors with the optimal fractional coverage does not
improve the total correlation significantly.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we describe the Global Precipitation
Climatology Project and a few of the results of its First
Algorithm Intercomparison Project. We then describe
an analysis of the relationship between simple statistics of cloudiness and rainfall for the region over and
near Japan for June and mid-July to mid-August 1989,
focusing on the variations in that relationship associated with temporal and spatial averaging scales. An
important contribution to the global analyses of precipitation produced by the GPCP is provided by a
simple IR index, the GOES precipitation index, calculated from geostationary satellite observations. The
GPI was based on a very limited developmental dataset
from the eastern tropical Atlantic for the summer of
1974 but has been applied to the entire global tropics
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and subtropics by the GPCP. The AIP/1 shows that
the GPI yielded estimates for which the correlation to
observed rainfall was similar to that found in the
developmental set and comparable to those of other
IR-based estimates for the intercomparison.
To understand better the potential uses and limitations of satellite IR data in the estimation of large-scale
rainfall, we examine in detail the relationship between
observed rainfall and fractional coverage of cold clouds
for various combinations of threshold temperatures
and temporal and spatial averaging scales, using the
GMS IR and radar-AMeDAS composite rainfall data
over the Japanese islands and the adjacent oceans
from the AIP/1. We calculate the linear regressions
between rainfall and fractional coverage for areas
ranging from approximately 0.3125° x 0.3125° to 2.5°
x 2.5° and for averaging times from 1 hour to monthly.
The results show distinct differences in the relationships for different portions of the investigation area.
Rainfall generally is highly correlated with fractional
coverage at colder thresholds (240-210 K), particularly during June, for areas to the south and east of the
central mountainous axis of Japan (cold threshold
region). To the north and west of this axis (warm
threshold region), correlations are generally lower,
although still positive, and are highest for thresholds
warmer than 245 K.
The correlations between rainfall and fractional
coverage increase with averaging spatial scale up to
2.5° and with temporal scale up to the dominant period
of the precipitation events: 3 - 4 days for the June

period characterized by the Baiu, and 1 - 2 days forthe
diurnal convection of the July-August period. The
mixed time-space correlation reaches 0.69,0.80, and
0.70 for the daily/1.25° scale for the June, the JulyAugust, and the combined AIP/1 periods, respectively, over the cold threshold region. Correlations for
the warm threshold region exhibit similar behavior but
are significantly lower for all scales.
The correlations over the cold threshold region are
highest at a threshold of 225 K for both the June and
the July-August periods, 10 K colder than the optimal
threshold found for GATE. The differences between
the correlations at the optimal and GPI thresholds in
the present study, however, are not significant. For
example, r = 0.80 and 0.77 at 225 and 235 K for the
daily/1.25° for the July-August period. The proportional coefficients relating rainfall to the fractional
coverage at the GPI threshold of 235 K, however, do
differ significantly for the two periods (2.2 mm hr1 for
the June and 4.4 mm hr1 for the July-August periods),
and both differ from that found during the GATE (3.0
mm hr1). Use of multiple fractional coverages as well
as the mean and spatial standard deviation of TBB as
additional predictors yielded no significant improvement in correlation over the use of a single fractional
coverage.
Several conclusions can be drawn based upon
these results.
1) The IR-only algorithms compared during the AIP/1
exhibited generally similar correlations with ob-

TABLE 8. Correlation between rainfall and optimal fractional coverage (OFc), mean blackbody temperature (MT), and spatial standard
deviation (SD) independently and in combination for daily and 1.25° scales for the regions as in Table 5.

Region

CTR

MR

Total

Period

OFc

MT

SD

OFc
+MT

OFc
+SD

MT
+SD

OFc
+MT
+SD

June
July-August
AIP
June

0.44
0.41
0.44
0.69

-0.43
-0.43
-0.43
-0.54

0.16
0.34
0.20
0.21

0.44
0.43
0.44
0.70

0.45
0.43
0.44
0.69

0.44
0.44
0.44
0.54

0.45
0.44
0.44
0.70

July-August
AIP
June

0.80
0.70
0.48

-0.60

-0.51
-0.47

0.34
0.30
0.14

0.81
0.71
0.48

0.81
0.71
0.48

0.60
0.51
0.49

0.81
0.71
0.50

July-August
AIP
June

0.51
0.43
0.61

-0.44
-0.41
-0.50

0.36
0.26
0.21

0.53
0.44
0 63

0.54
0.44
0.61

0.45
0.41
0.50

0,54
0 45
063

July-August
AIP

0.67
0.64

-0.51
-0.46

0.35
0.29

0.69
0.66

0.69
0.65

0.51
0.47

0.69
0.66
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2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

served rainfall, indicating that the variations among
these algorithms were less significant to their skill
than their use of a common data source.
The linear relationship between rainfall and fractional coverage found in GATE is valid for substantial portions of the AIP/1 region, and in the mean for
the whole region, and the relationship can be improved by averaging in space and in time up to the
dominant period characterizing the precipitation.
The GPI threshold of 235 K, while not optimal,
works well to define the fractional coverage of cold
clouds as a predictor of rainfall, and using additional
thresholds as well as other IR parameters does not
significantly improve the rainfall estimation from IR
data.
Significant portions of the AIP/1 region (the warm
threshold region) exhibit a relatively low correlation
between cloudiness and rainfall, indicating that
simple IR algorithms such as the GPI may not be
capable of providing useful estimates at all in some
situations.
As found in earlier work (Arkin and Meisner 1987;
Arkin 1988; Morrissey and Greene 1993), the GPI
exhibits significant systematic errors. Further use
of the GPI in preparation of global precipitation
analyses requires that these errors, as well as
those of any other algorithm to be so used, be
quantitatively described and better understood.
Work toward this end for the GPI is presently under
way.
To produce complete tropical and subtropical rainfall estimates using a simple IR threshold method,
it will be necessary to determine the proportional
coefficient relating fractional coverage to rainfall for
various areas and seasons. While observational
studies such as that of Morrissey and Greene
(1993) and this one can provide empirical adjustments, it would be better to base these adjustments
on observed variations in the physics underlying
the cold cloud-rainfall relationship. Joint use of
concurrent IR and passive microwave observations, as well as the precipitation predictions from
numerical forecast models may help to resolve this
problem. An investigation of methods of blending
these data to produce a better rainfall estimate is
now in progress.
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26th International Conferenc

m Radar Meteorology
The 26th International Conference on Radar Meteorology
revealed that radar meteorology today Is a mature,
dynamic, vibrant, and rapidly evolving field. Operational
systems and algorithms, profiler applications and
techniques, polarization, space and airborne
measurements, radar data analysis, convection and its
associated weather systems, data visualization, and radar
system descriptions and design were just some of the
many topics covered by the 24 sessions held.
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